CASE STUDY
A financial wellness
company makes
consumer financial
journey efficient with
Netlink and OutSystems

Builds a native mobile
application to manage
the administrative
self-service

CUSTOMER OVERVIEW
A non-profit financial wellness company that is dedicated to helping consumers achieve success at
every step of their financial journey. This can be defined based on an individual's need, circumstance,
and situation. Their process starts through counseling their customer about their financial crisis.
Then the company creates a plan of share proposal and negotiating with customer's creditors to
pay debts in full, thus gaining control over the customers' finances.

BUSINESS NEED
The Michigan-based company was looking for an application, which could
act as a one-stop place for its customers to get information about their
Debt Management Plan (DMP). The app should be able to manage
the entire progress, debt payment history, and future payment plans
of the customer.
It should also allow users to view account balances and payment
processes. They wanted the user to have the ability to see the
entire success team working on his plan and facility to interact
with them as and when needed.
Apart from this, it was willing to have an application, specially
for the admin members through which they can add and configure
tenants for the client portal.

SOLUTION
Netlink came up with a well-designed web and native mobile
application addressing all the requirements of the company.
The apps have all the features to ease usability by providing
an interactive user interface. The dashboard is an intuitive page
giving maximum information on the screen.
The user can view or navigate information such as account details,
program summary, payments & deposits, communications, and
documents provided. The user can also access videos added
by the success team and chat with them whenever required.
For admin user, the Netlink tech team developed an application
with multi-lingual features where admin can add, modify,
or delete profiles related to new tenants. The list of tenants
is displayed with their basic information and status, which
can be further added or changed. Admin can also set a theme
for tenants for a better view.

FEATURES
§ Profile add and view
§ Multi-lingual support
§ Analytical dashboards
§ Plan and performance tracker
§ Admin control features

BENEFITS

§ Secure and biometric login feature

§ Lower maintenance and

§ Document upload/download facility
§ Interactive UI/UX

§

§ Deposit schedule view
§ Creditors view and payment history

§

§ Interaction via email and chats
§ Push notifications

§

§ Task view and responses
§ Theme add/remove option

§

§ Interaction via email and chats
§
§
§

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL

operations cost
Ability to use Artificial
Intelligence
Real-time integrity and
validation
Easily accessible for greater
collaboration
English and Arabic
language support
Improved the overall
communication network
Increased productivity
24/7 easy access

RESULTS

Very impressed with Netlink engagement. Each time we give them a
requirement, they not only come back with a solution, but they impress
us by suggesting what better we can do further. I asked them to add
a module where we can analyze data for tenants. They came back with
a comprehensive dashboard, which has now changed the way we
operate our business. I'm sure I see a long way to go with them together.
Sr. Manager

30%

45%

60%

Growth in
consumer base

Reduction in maintenance
and operations cost

Increase in productivity
and customer service

Get in touch with us if you have similar challenges

Talk to our experts

